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John 15:1-8 
“I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener. 2 He cuts off every 
branch in me that bears no fruit, while every branch that does bear fruit he 
prunes so that it will be even more fruitful.  3 You are already clean because 
of the word I have spoken to you. 4 Remain in me, as I also remain in you. 
No branch can bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can 
you bear fruit unless you remain in me. 
5 “I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you 
will bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing. 6 If you do not 
remain in me, you are like a branch that is thrown away and withers; such 
branches are picked up, thrown into the fire and burned.7 If you remain in 
me and my words remain in you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done 
for you. 8 This is to my Father’s glory, that you bear much fruit, showing 
yourselves to be my disciples. 
 

New International Version  
 
Jesus said “I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener. 5 “I               

am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you will                  
bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.  
 

Today I want to talk a little bit about gardening. I can only see two               
good reasons why anyone would plant a garden. One, for something           
fresh and tasty to eat or two, something pretty to look at. Maybe some              



just like the smell of dirt or the exercise from pulling weeds and turning              
over soil.  

 
A few years ago Martha had a beautiful and ambitious garden. We            

harvested so many zucchinis that I believe I began to look like one. I              
had no idea that six zucchini plants planted in relative shade could            
produce so much. Never. And tomatoes came from our plants for a full             
five months. We never had to buy any that season. It was a great season               
of harvest.  The next year didn’t go so well and now we’ve cut way back.  

 
In gardening there are specific laws of nature that have to be            

followed. These laws require that to have a harvest one needs to have a              
farmer to plant, prune and pick. Yes, plants do grow wild and produce             
fruit but I wouldn’t want to live on them. Anyone who does gardening             
knows nature allows no shortcutting of planting, pruning and picking.          
Whether it’s in gardening or in relationships, there are no shortcuts to            
planting, pruning and picking.  

 
Life has to have a gardener who can bring form, direction and life 

to fruition.  Genesis 1:2 says about the beginning of life:  Now the earth 
was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the 
Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.  God was the first gardener 
who took that formless and empty universe and brought form, direction 
and life to it.  From the beginning, God has been the gardener of our 
world.  
 

A gardener has to plant, prune and pick.   So God as the gardener 
has planted us where we are today to produce fruit that can be picked. 
Sometimes we don’t like where the gardener has planted us.  For 
example when Jonah refused to go to Nineveh to bring God’s message of 
repentance to a group of people Jonah didn’t like he tried to run away. 
Jonah jumped a ship heading to where he wanted to be planted but he 
found himself in the belly of a big fish.  I suspect that wasn’t a very good 
place to be.  

 
We’re living in times dominated by the covid-19 virus. Did God           

the gardener cause the virus? That would be like poisoning your own            
garden. Why would someone do that? What I believe from the Bible is             
that wherever we are right now today, whether we like our situation or             
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not, God designed us to produce fruit where we are. A gardener has to              
plant where he can expect the biggest return for his effort. God has us              
planted right where we are for a purpose that we may not even see.  

 
Remember a gardener has to plant, prune and pick. If we believe            

what Jesus said to his disciples that God is the gardener, then we know              
he has to prune or trim the plants from time to time. Those of you who                
know about gardening know that one can’t just plant a fruit tree and             
expect it to produce fruit on its own. That was the biggest surprise to              
me early on. I understand how a peach tree or an apple tree can’t              
produce as quickly as say a zucchini plant. With zucchinis, it seems like             
you can plant one, put a little water on it, go in the house to the                
bathroom, and come out to three zucchinis ready for harvest. Not really            
but it seems that quick. Fruit trees on the other hand need careful             
pruning and even some grafting to properly produce fruit.  

 
I grew up in what was called “the Valley of Hearts Delight” or the              

Santa Clara Valley of the San Francisco Bay Area which was until the late              
1960’s the largest fruit production and packing region in the world with            
39 canneries. I worked in one of those canneries one summer. We were             
surrounded by beautiful pear, apricot and walnut orchards and I spent a            
lot of time training for marathons in those orchards. But sadly, I            
watched those orchards disappear one after another in the name of           
progress as the computer industry replaced them.  

 
I remember how I could tell the difference between an orchard           

that was still expected to produce fruit and one that was ready to be              
plowed under. The one expected to produce fruit would be carefully           
pruned regularly. That was a big process. The trees would look almost            
sickly after their pruning but it had to happen on a regular basis if the               
trees were going to produce a future harvest. The orchards that were            
waiting for bulldozers to take them down would be left to grow as they              
wished. Sometimes those orchards would sit like that for years awaiting           
construction to start and in a few short years would produce fruit only             
sporadically and less and less each year. I was always glad to see a well               
pruned orchard because it meant it would live to see another season.            
Pruning is an important part of the laws of nature.  
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In the same way, positive production in life doesn’t just happen.           
We need cultivating to focus us and direct us to produce new fruit.             
That’s where God comes in. God knows where to plant us where we can              
get the ultimate sunshine and water for our growth and sometimes           
moves us to fit a grander plan he has. But it’s in the pruning that we                
have the hardest time.  

 
Jesus said “I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener. 2 He               

cuts off every branch in me that bears no fruit, while every branch that does               
bear fruit he prunes so that it will be even more fruitful. Now keep in mind                
Jesus wasn’t talking about fruit trees here. He would have been in an             
area similar to Napa in northern California or Temecula in southern           
California where there were a lot of vineyards and folks who would            
understand and appreciate a grapevine illustration. 

 
What I’ve read about grapevines is they need to be pruned when            

they’re dormant in late winter. And the most common mistake people           
make is not pruning them hard enough because heavy pruning provides           
the best quality of grapes. Everything I’ve read on the subject says            
knowing how to prune grapes can make the difference between a good            
crop and a bad one. Cut off as much of the old wood as possible to                
encourage the growth of new wood, which is where the fruit is            
produced. 
 

Who designed it that way? The Eternal Gardener. This is a design            
where deadwood that no longer produces actually keeps new wood          
from producing new crops. That’s probably true in just about every           
plant on the planet including humans. We were created to produce           
more than we consume. When we’re healthy and connected to Jesus the            
vine,  we’ll produce a great harvest that makes the world a better place.  

 
Jesus went on to say in John 15:3 You are already clean because of              

the word I have spoken to you. 4 Remain in me, as I also remain in you. No                  
branch can bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can you               
bear fruit unless you remain in me. 

 
The point of a garden is to produce fruit, whether it’s to be eaten,              

smelled, photographed or as an air freshener. A good gardener does all            
that work in order to produce fruit. Gardens are a lot of work and if all                
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we got were thistles and thorns we’d never pick up a shovel again. I’d              
just put in low maintenance bushes and go do something else. A garden             
has to produce more than it consumes.  

 
God didn’t go through the whole ordeal of his son being tempted,            

beaten, humiliated, killed, and then raised from the dead just for the            
exercise.  God did all that to harvest a crop.  

 
In Galatians 5 the apostle Paul lists the fruit of the Spirit as: love,              

joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self         
control. Paul didn’t make it plural—its not fruits of the spirit--but fruit.            
There’s a big difference. Singular fruit means every one of us as            
followers of Jesus Christ have within us the power to produce all of the              
characteristics of spiritual fruit.  

 
Just like a grapevine can’t consciously do anything to produce a           

grape, it just does when the gardener works it so a follower of Jesus              
can’t do anything to produce fruit of the Spirit, we just do. What we can               
do ourselves is a fruit check.  

 
A fruit check is where you look at the zucchini or the strawberries             

or the grapes and see how healthy they are. If they look sickly you look               
at the soil and see if they’re getting enough water. Maybe something is             
eating away at them. In California it’s most likely gophers eating away            
at the roots. Or maybe a tree is shading them too much (although that              
didn’t seem to slow our zucchini). Maybe the vine got broken off            
somewhere you can’t see and part of the plant is actually dying. That’s a              
fruit check.  

 
Paul’s list in Galatians 5 gives us a nine point fruit check to help              

us: 22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness,              
goodness, faithfulness, 23 gentleness and self-control. Against such things         
there is no law. In a fruit check ask yourself if during this month have               
you tended to be loving in thought and in deed toward those around             
you? Give yourself an honest score. Are you more joyful or more            
depressed? Have you demonstrated patience and in what ways? What          
acts of kindness and goodness have you done this month? List the ways             
you have been faithful to our God, your loved ones, your church and             
your neighbors in the last month. List ways you have been unfaithful.            
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When you had a disagreement or wanted your way, how gentle were            
you in the last month? In what areas did you demonstrate self-control?            
In what areas did you let go of all control?  

 
I’m sure you know that the covid-19 pandemic is putting extra           

pressure on all of us. We’re not designed for isolation. We’re designed            
to be connected to one another and to the vine that is Christ. That              
makes fruit checking even more important than ever. If you find           
yourself more irritated or depressed than normal or if your sleep           
patterns are unusually off you may be suffering a little shelter fatigue.            
Or if it seems to be a little true for those you’re sheltering with, give               
yourself and them a little slack. These are unusual times but we’re            
going to make it through this thing one way or the other.  

 
And the best way to make it through this thing is to stay as              

connected as we can. We have things called telephones and wifi           
connected computers to stay connected. But we also have prayer. So           
when you find your patience is running short with someone, bring that            
matter to the Lord but not necessarily as a defeated sinner crawling on             
your knees for forgiveness. But as a matter that you want to see             
changed. “Lord, I want to be more patient, loving and understanding           
with others especially with those who are getting on my nerves.” What            
do you think the Lord is going to do with a prayer like that?  

 
In this country right now, besides the pandemic, there’s almost a           

civil war going on dividing us. There is a passionate disdain between            
Democrats and Republicans at a time when we need to be working            
together. If you find yourself getting caught up in that civil war be             
careful because it may choke your branch. The attitudes of Christ are            
not being very well demonstrated by many of our elected officials these            
days, even among the many who claim to be followers of Christ. But             
none of us needs to be caught up in that.  Turn it off.  

 
Producing fruit of the Spirit is not hard. It’s Christ simply living            

through us. But anger and disdain toward others or ourselves is like            
crimping a hose in a garden. What happens when you crimp a hose?             
The water can’t flow. Acknowledge it. Confess it. Ask God to help you             
overcome your critical spirit and the power of the Holy Spirit will flow             
through you and you’ll make a positive difference in this world.  Try it.   
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IF YOU’D LIKE TO KNOW HOW TO  
GET STARTED IN FAITH 

 
1. Recognize that everyone has sinned and fallen short of God’s 
ideal  

Romans 3:23-24 
 

2.  Know that the wages or payment for sinning is death  
Romans 6:23 

 
3.  But God loved us so much that He sent His only Son to die for us 

Romans 8:5 
 

4.  It is our responsibility to accept Jesus Christ as our Savior and 
allow Him to become the master of our life 

Romans 10:13 
 
Invite Jesus into your heart by praying something like the prayer below… 
  
“Dear Lord Jesus, in many ways I have sinned against you.  I am sorry and want to turn 
from my sinful ways.  I invite you to come into my heart and begin to make me like 
yourself.  I commit my life wholeheartedly to you now.  Thank you for saving me.”  
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